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Abstract : The sea state bias (SSB) which affect the 
altimetric measurements on the sea surface is 
estimated using empirical parametric model (BM4).

calibrated by the analysis of the altimeter data. This 
model is a simple Iinear fonction that links the SSB 
with the significant wave height (SWJ[). the wind 
speed ( U) and the backscatter coefficient (cr 0). 

The knowledge of the backscalter coefficient deter-
1nined by altimetric signal processing allows to 
detennine the significant wave height and the wind 
speed. 

TI1e use ofTopex/Poseidon and Jason-1 altimetric 
data to calculate the sea st:ate bias with the BM4

model and the compaiison of the results obtained 
with the SSB value transmitted in the message of 
each satellite allowed us the validation of the 
methodological approach developed. 

The proximity of the results obtained with 
Topex / Poseidon data is sufficient for the most 
altimetric applications as the detennination of the 
mean sea level which was calculated on the western 
Mediterranean Sea duting a period of 72 cycles. 
Conceming Jason-1. the difference of the results in 
the detennination of the SSB can be explained by the 
nature of the instrnments on boai·d and also the type 
of model used. 

Kcywords : Estimation. Paramel:J.ic modeL Empi
ricaL Sea State Bias. Topex / Poseidon. Jason-1. 

1. Introduction

The principle of satellite altimetry is based on the 
theory of the interaction of an incidental electro
magnetic wave with an uncertain rough surface, in 
order to detennine the physical process and model il 
by analytic expressions pennitting to estimate the 
different parameters characterizing the surface. 

TI1e major mechanism of scatteting of ai1 incidental 
electromagnetic wave is the resonance of BRAGG;

an important exception which altimetry. is based is 
the hopeless impact where the dominant pheno
menon is the specular reflection. The mean strength 
distributed per unit of surface is proportional to the 
mean number of specular points. The quantity really 

measured by the altimeter is the backscalter 
coefficient which is defined as being the ratio of the 
distributed strength to the incidental strength. per 
unit of surface. 

2. Sea State Bias

TI1e aim of the satellite altimetry is to provide the 
height of the sea surface with regard to a referential. 

Tiùs height changes on scales of centimel:J.·es 
essentially owing to the waves, a part of the radar 
wave is sent back by crests of waves and the 
remainder will be sent back by wave hollows. 
Besides, the insl:J.rnnent is adjusted so that it can 
make the mean of these two measures automatically 
to determine the mean sea surface height by a 
symmetrical algoritlun of the height probability 
density. The obtained result is biased. tlùs bias 
called sea state bias. is necessary to understand 
tl1e phenomenon of sea state bias. based on tl1e 
Slll(Jy of tl1e physical principJe of altimetric measure 
tlrnt use tl1e tl1eory of radio scatte1ing by the surface 
of tl1e sea l 2]. 

2.1 Radio Scatter Theory 

2.1.1. Scattering Cross Section 

Near the vertical diffüsion, tl1e received energy is 
provided by tl1e reflexion of tl1e wave facets towards 
tl1e captor. The ratio (incident energy / received 
energy) is expressed by the Scaltering Cross Section. 
Let a radar illuminating an ocean surface Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Geornelly of a radar illuminating an A surface 

according to the incidence angle e al the distance h . 
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